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This paper establishes the relationship between regular trees, equationally defined 
trees, and Elgot’s iterative algebraic theories; in particular, it provides a regular tree 
characterization of the free iterative theory and an equational tree characterization of the 
free iterative theory. These tree characterizations have implications for decision problems 
involving flowchart schemes interpreted in iterative theories and they also help to explicate 
the connections between order theoretic and non-order theoretic fixed point models for 
iteration. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Because it provides a framework in which syntax and semantics can be defined 
precisely, algebra has been increasingly applied to the formulation and analysis of 
various familiar computer science concepts and constructions. An early utilization of 
algebraic technique may be found in Eilenberg and ‘Wright [4] where an elegant unified 
basis is given for the different manifestations of automata and formal language theory. 
More recently, an algebraic formulation and extension of the Chomsky hierarchy 
appeared in Wand [lq. The application of algebraic techniques to the study of syntax 
and semantics of programming languages is developed by Goguen, Thatcher, Wagner, 
and Wright (henceforth referred to as AD J) in [lo] and a completely algebraic (and 
implementable) specification language is described in Burstall and Goguen [3]. Algebra 
has also been used to specify and provide correctness proofs for abstract data types, 
most notably by Guttag [12], Zilles [18], and AD J [ll]; Goguen [8] uses algebra to 
describe error messages for abstract data types. 
All of the applications described above share, either explicitly or implicitly, the 
common underlying structure of Lawvere’s “algebraic theories” [13]. The structure 
of an algebraic theory is such as to allow the representation of a system of n equations 
in n variables and p parameters as an expression in the algebraic theory. Fixed point 
solutions to such systems have been used by Scott [14], among others, to model iteration 
or “looping.” The basic algebraic theory definition can be enriched so as to guarantee 
that appropriate systems of equations in an algebraic theory can be meaningfully solved 
for a fixed point. One possible enrichment method is developed in AD J [IO] and involves 
the addition of order theoretic properties. An alternate method, due to Elgot [5], replaces 
order theoretic properties by the single requirement that fixed point solutions exist 
uniquely. An algebraic theory with such unique fixed point solutions is called an “iterative 
algebraic theory” or, more simply, an “iterative theory.” 
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This paper is concerned with iterative theories and, in particular, with the problem 
of determining the semantic equivalence of two flowschemes which are to be interpreted 
or implemented via the unique map to the “semantic theory” or “implementation 
theory’, that is consistent with the interpretation or implementation of the primitive 
instruction symbols in the schemes. (See AD J [l l] for further details concerning this 
use of the term implementation.) This problem is approached through the examination 
of concrete constructions of the “free iterative theory” whose existence was first shown 
by Bloom and Elgot in [l]. 
Free algebraic theories and free iterative theories are of interest because they form 
“Herbrand universes” for the interpretation of expressions involving primitive instruction 
symbols, variables, parameters, and the basic theory operations. Thus two expressions 
have the same meaning when interpreted in every (iterative) algebraic theory if and only 
if they have the same meaning when interpreted in the free (iterative) algebraic theory. 
There is a well known construction of the free algebraic theory as the set of forests of 
(suitably labeled) finite trees along with the operations of “tupling” and “leaf substitu- 
tion.” This paper presents several concrete “tree constructions” of the free iterative 
theory and explores the implications of these constructions for the decidability of the 
question of semantic equivalence of expressions and for the problem of constructing 
a semantically equivalent “minimal” expression from a given expression. The construc- 
tions also explicate the relationship between Elgot’s unique fixed point model and AD J's 
and Wand’s order theoretic models, thus answering questions posed in AD J [ 101 and, 
moreover, they provide an analog for trees to the main theorem in Eilenberg and Wright 
[4], which states that in a free algebraic theory, the “algebraic” and recognizable (by 
generalized finite automata) sets coincide. However, unlike the theorems of Eilenberg 
and Wright and of others using order theoretic structures, our versions are proved 
without recourse to continuity arguments and rely instead on simple computational 
notions, such as the unwinding of a loop in a flowscheme and the construction of a 
minimal semantically equivalent flowscheme by “folding up” redundant loops and 
removing inaccessible pieces. 
This flowscheme metaphor is both instructive and legitimate because an expression 
in an iterative theory is, in fact, a flowscheme represented in a one dimensional notation, 
much as a regular expression is a one dimensional representation of a finite state automa- 
ton. Various algebraic manipulations on expressions correspond exactly to natural 
flowscheme operations (this is developed further in Ginali [7] and Elgot [o]) and com- 
puting the meaning of an expression in an iterative theory is equivalent to interpreting 
the corresponding flowscheme in an iterative theory, now viewed as a semantic domain. 
The algebraic operations used in the construction of the free iterative theory correspond 
to flowscheme operations which preserve semantic equivalence. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
An algebraic theory (the term “algebraic” will often be dropped) may be informally 
defined as a collection of sets T(n, m) of morphisms where the indices n and m are non- 
negative integers. The operations on these sets consist of an associative compositon 
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which assigns to morphisms f in T(n, m) and g in T(m, p) a morphism fg in T(n,p) 
and a tupling operation which assigns to morphisms fj in T(l,p) for i = l,..., n, a 
morphism (fi ,..., f,J in T(n, p). In addition, we require that the set of variables (x1 ,..., x91 
be a subset of each T(l, 9); that T(n, p) be isomorphic to (T( 1, p))” under tupling; and 
that for each xi in {l,..., n} and f = (fi ,..., fn) in T(n,p), xif = fi . 
Tupling may be extended in an obvious manner to produce a morphism (f,g) in 
T(n + m,p) from morphisms f in T(n,p) and g in T(m, p). A more formal treatment 
of algebraic theories can be found in AD J [9], Lawvere [13], and MacLane [14]. 
We will write fi 71 -+ p for f in T(n, p) and, following Elgot, we will call morphisms 
xi: 1 +p, and tuples of such morphisms, base morphisms. It is convenient to write 3c, 
simply as i, to let 0, denote the unique base morphism in T(0, n), and to let 1, denote 
the base morphism (I,..., n): n + n. For f: ?t +p, we will often represent if: 1 -+p 
by fi , calling it the i’th component off. 
DEFINITION 2.1. An ideal algebraic theory is an algebraic theory which satisfies 
the property that wheneverf: 1 -+ n is not base, then neither is the composition fg: 1 -+ p 
for any g: n + p. An ideal morphism in an ideal theory is a morphism with no base 
components. 
A theory morphism F: T -+ T’ maps each T(n, m) to T’(n, m) in such a manner as to 
‘preserve composition, tupling, and variables. If T and T’ are ideal theories and if F 
preserves ideal morphisms, then F is an ideal theory morphism. 
Roughly speaking, each component of a morphism f: n + n + p may be viewed 
as a term fi(xl ,..., X, , x,+r ,..., x,+& containing n variables x1 ,..., x, and p parameters 
x,+1 >-.-, X n+P and the morphism f itself may be viewed as the system of n fixed point 
equations 
Composition is really a generalized substitution operation, i.e., the composition fg, 
where f: n + m and g: m -+ p, is the tuple obtained by replacing each occurrence of j 
in fi by gj for E’ in (I,..., n} and j in {l,..., m}. 
Thus, iff:n+n+p and f*:n -+ p satisfies f * = f (f *, 1,) then f * is a fixed 
point solution to the system of equations defined by f. An iterative theory is an ideal 
algebraic theory with a (vector) iteration operation which assigns to each ideal f: n -+ 
n + p, the (unique) morphismf*: n -+p which satisfies f * =f( f *, 1,). 
DEFINITION 2.2. An iterative (a2gebraic) theory is an ideal theory in which, for all 
ideal morphisms f: n -+ n + p, there exists a unique morphism f *: n --f p such that 
f * =f(f *, I,)* 
An apparently simpler structure is manifested by “scalar iterative theories.” A scalar 
iterative theory is an algebraic theory with a (scalar) iteration operation which assigns 
to each nonbase f: 1 -+ 1 + p the unique morphism f *: 1 -+ p satisfying f * = f (f *, 1.). 
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The vector iteration operation obviously requires that unique f *: n + p exist satisfying 
f* =f(f*, 1,) for all ideal f: n --+ n + p, while scalar iteration requires such unique 
f * only for nonbase f: 1 -+ 1 + p. Surprisingly, the existence of unique f *: 1 -+ p 
for nonbase f: 1 --+ 1 + p implies the existence of unique f *: n -+ p for ideal f: n --+ 
n + p as shown in Bloom, Ginali, Rutledge [2]. Th ere f ore, we may replace all occurrences 
of n in Definition 2.2 by 1. 
At this point, it seems appropriate to give some indication of the relationship between 
flowschemes and expressions interpreted in an iterative theory. The flowschemes con- 
sidered here have multiple entrances and exits (as in Elgot [5]) where entrances are 
labeled consecutively from left to right starting with one and exits may be labeled by 
arbitrary positive integers. Several exits can share the same label. We call an n entrance 
flowscheme whose largest exit label is at most m an (n, m) flowscheme and we call a 
flowscheme with at most one instruction symbol a primitive flowscheme. The first 
top flowscheme in Fig. 2.1 is primitive with the single instruction symbol a. The set 
of all (finite) flowschemes can be constructed recursively by including all primitive 
flowschemes at the base step and then, at successive steps, by forming new flowschemes 
from existing ones by parallel and sequential connections and by loop application. 
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FIG. 2.1. The flowschemes below correspond, left to right, top to bottom, to the expressions 
a(l,2): 1 -+ 2, (c(2), d(1)): 2 -+ 3, a(c(2), d(1)): 1 + 3,42, 3): 1 + 3, (42, 3), 4c(2), 41))): 2 + 3, 
and (42, 3), a(c(2), d(l)))*: 2 + 1. 
The second top flowscheme in Fig. 2.1 is the result of the parallel connection of two 
primitive flowschemes and the second bottom flowscheme is the result of connecting 
the first bottom and last top flowschemes in parallel. The last top flowscheme is, in turn, 
the result of the sequential connection of the first two top flowschemes. Note that an 
(n, m) and an (m’, p) flowscheme can be connected in sequence if and only if m and rn’ 
are identical. In this case, each exit labeled by j in the first is “pasted over” entrance j 
of the second and the label j is removed. The last bottom flowscheme was obtained 
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by applying loops to the second bottom flowscheme. In general, loops are applied to an 
(n, n + p) flowscheme by pasting each exit labeled by j, for j not greater than n, over 
entrance j and then subtracting n from the remaining exit labels. 
It was noted in the introduction that an expression in an iterative theory could be 
viewed as a one dimensional representation for a finite flowscheme. Such a representation 
for primitive flowscheme is straightforward and illustrated in Fig. 2.1. In the expressions, 
(z indicates the theory morphism which interprets the instruction symbol a in the 
flowscheme and the variables interpret the correspondingly labeled exits. If f and g 
are expressions representing two flowschemes, then the composition fg represents 
the sequential connection of the flowschemes and the tupling (f, g) represents their 
parallel connection. Finally, if f represents a flowscheme, then the expression f * 
represents the result of applying loops to that flowscheme. Thus, an expression 
representing a flowscheme can be obtained by induction on the construction of the 
flowscheme. 
An algebraic theory of particular interest is the theory whose morphisms are forests 
of (possibly infinite) Z-labeled trees (where Z is a ranked set or operator domain) and 
whose composition is tree substitution. 
DEFINITION 2.3. An operator domain or ranked set Z is a sequence of sets &, 
2 &,.... 1 ,***, We let ,?Y also denote ui ,Z’$ . For u in zli , say arity(u) = i. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let N = (1,2,...}. For i in N, say arity(i) = 0. A Z-tree in p 
variables (p = 0, l,...) is a partial function t: N* -1 Z U (l,...,p} whose domain of 
definition is denoted Dom t, such that for each w in N* and i in N, wi in Dom t implies 
w in Dom t and wi in Dom t iff i ,< arity(t(w)). 
For t a Z-tree in p variables, write t: 1 + p. The set Dom t is the set of vertices of t 
and for w in Dom t, t(w) is the Zabel of the vertex w in t. Observe that arity(t(w)) = 0 
if and only if w is a leaf in t. The set of vertices in t labeled by p in Z U {I,..., p} is defined 
bY 
t-1(p) = (w E N*/t(w) = p} 
and t contains an occurrence of p iff t-l(p) is nonempty. In case Dom t is finite, t is said 
to be a jnite tree. For i in (l,..., p), the tree i: 1 -+ p is the tree whose single vertex 
has the label i. 
An n-forest in p variables is an n-tuple s = (sl ,..., s,) of trees in p variables. Write 
s: n -+ p. If t: 1 -+ n and s: n +p, then composition ts: 1 -+ p is defined to be the 
tree t except with each leaf labeled by i in {l,..., n) replaced by the tree s, . 
DEFINITION 2.5. For t: 1 -+ tt, the degree of t, denoted deg t, is the number of 
vertices in t not labeled by i in {l,..., n}. For s: n -+p, degs = degs, + ... + deg s,, . 
DEFINITION 2.6. If f: n + p and g: m + q are forests in p and q variables respec- 
tively, then f + g: n + m -+ p + q is the forest in p + q variables whose fist n com- 
ponents are the n components off and whose last m components are the m components 
of g except with each leaf labeled k where k E {l,..., q} in g relabeled by p + k. 
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DEFINITION 2.7. Let .Z be an operator domain. The free theory generated by 2, 
denoted Tz , is an algebraic theory along with a map u which assigns to each element u 
in Z, an ideal morphism u(u): 1 -+ n (where n = arity(u)) in TX such that for every 
theory T and every map v which assigns to each element u in 2, an ideal morphism 
v(u): 1 -+ n in T, there exists a unique theory morphism G: Tz ---f T such that uG = v. 
The free iterative theory generated by 2, jz, is similarly defined except that Jz replaces 
TX and T is required to be iterative. 
THEOREM 2.8. The forests of $nite Z-trees along Edith tree composition form the free 
theory generated by 27. 
PYOO~. This is well known. See for example, ADJ [9]. We will denote this theory 
by TX. 
THEOREM 2.9. The forests of (possibly infinite) Z-trees, along with tree composition, 
fovm an iterative theory (which we shall denote b Ct2). 
Proof. It is easily checked that Ct, is an algebraic theory and, given the substitution 
like nature of tree composition, Ct, is obviously ideal. If f: 1 ---t 1 + p is a nonbase 
morphism, then f*: 1 -+ p is obtained as the limit of the process of substituting f for 
each occurrence of 1 in f, substituting f for each occurrence of 1 in the result of the 
previous substitution, etc. Uniqueness of f * obtained in this fashion is ascertained 
using inductive arguments on the depth of a vertex w in f *. 
Thus TX is a subtheory of Ct, and in Section 3 it will be demonstrated that Jr: is also 
a subtheory of Ct, and, in particular, that Jr: is the subtheory determined by the 
“algebraic” trees in Ct,. This result was first conjectured by ADJ in [lo]. Section 4 
will give another tree characterization of Jr, thii time as the subtheory of Ct, deter- 
mined by the “regular” trees. This will be a consequence of the results of Section 3 
combined with a proof that the regular and algebraic trees coincide. 
3. ALGEBRAIC TREE8 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let t: 1 -+ p be ideal in Ct, . Then t is algebraic iff there exists n 
and d: n -+ n + p ideal in Tz such that t = ( l1 + 0,-I) d*. 
Thus, let Jr(l,p) = {l,...,p} u (t E Ct&l, p)/t is algebraic) and let J&p) = 
e y&l, p))“. We show that th sets Jdn, p) with tree composition form an iterative theory 
23 and then that Jr is the free iterative theory generated by .Z 
THEOREM 3.2. The morphism sets Jz(n, p) determine an iterative subtheory Jz of Ct, . 
Proof. It suffices to prove that Jz is closed under composition and scalar iteration. 
Let 
s = (lr + O+& d*: 1 -+p 
t = (It + 0,-r) e*: 1 -+ Y 
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where d:n+n+p and e:m-+m+r are ideal in TX. Suppose x:(p-l).+r 
is base. Because every composition of algebraic trees can be written as a sequence of 
compositions of morphisms whose first components are either base or algebraic and 
whose other components are base, to verify closure under composition, it suffices to 
show that expressions of the form s(t, z) denote algebraic trees where S, t, and x are 
as above. But observe that 
s(t, 2) = (11 + Ofi+m-J A*: 1 -+ r 
where 
h = (d(l.+, + O,, + z), e(O, + L+J): n+ ffl -+ n + m + y 
is ideal in TX. 
Consider s = (lr + 0,-J d*: 1 --+ 1 + p where d: n -+ n + 1 + p is ideal in Tz . 
To verify closure under (scalar) iteration, it suffices to show that s*: 1 -+p is algebraic. 
But observe that 
where 
h = 41, + 0, , l1 + On+9-l , 0, + 1,): n -+ n + P 
is ideal in T=. 
The essence of the proof that JI: is the free iterative theory generated by Z is the 
verification that for any iterative theory J and any ideal theory morphism F: TX --t J, 
G: Jz + J defined for i: 1 +p base by 
G(i) = i 
andford:n+n+pidealinT,by 
G((1, + on-,) d*) = (11 + %+I) Fd* 
determines a well defined theory morphism. We will prove first that G is well defined, 
based on the verification that for ideal d, e: n + n + p in TX, d* = e* in Jz implies 
that Fd* = Fe* in J. 
Let t: n -+p be ideal in Jr. Define 
R(t) = (d: n --t n + p ideal in T.&P = t}. 
We show that if all components of t are distinct and if R(t) is nonempty, then it contains 
a unique element c of minimal degree. We then inductively define “partial unwindings” 
of c, show that every element of R(t) is a partial unwinding of c, and finally prove that 
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if d is a partial unwinding of c, then (Fc)* = (Fd)*. (Note that theory morphism applica- 
tion takes precedence over the iteration operation and therefore parentheses in expressions 
such as (Fc)* can and often will be omitted.) Ultimately, it is shown that even if the 
components of t are not distinct, if d and e are in R(t), then Fd* = Fe* in J. We begin 
with the construction of the minimal element c in R(t). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let t: n -+p in Jz be such that all components of t are distinct and R(t) 
is nonempty. Then R(t) contains a unique element c: n -+ n + p of minimal degree and, 
moreover,foralldinR(t)andpin~u(n+l,...,n+p} 
c;‘(p) C d;‘(p) for i = l,..., n 
Proof. The tree ci for i = l,..., n is defined by taking as the set of vertices of ci 
Dom ci = n Dom di 
&R(t) 
A simple inductive argument baaed on the fact that Dom di C Dom ti for all d in R(t) 
shows that if wj E Dom ci , then w E Dom ci and for w E Dom ci and d, d’ E R(t), either 
d,(w) = d:(w) or de(w) = K E {I,..., n> and d,(w) = t&i). Thus ci is well defined if 
forpinZU{n+ l,...,n+p} 
C;‘(P) = n dad 
&R(t) 
and for k in {I,..., n} 
c;‘(K) = w E u d;“(h) and w E Dom ci 
I I 
1 
&R(t) 
That c is in R(t) is immediate as is the uniqueness and minimality of c. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let c: n -+ n + p be ideal in Tr . A partial unwinding of c in T, 
is recursively defined by 
(i) c is a partial unwinding of c. 
(ii) Suppose that d is c except that there are possibly some vertices w in d such 
that the subtree of d at w is the k’th component of a partial unwinding of c and the 
label of c at w is K. Then d is a partial unwinding of c. 
The term “partial unwinding” has not been chosen arbitrarily here. If d is a partial 
unwinding of c, then the flowscheme corresponding to the expression d* is obtained 
from the flowscheme corresponding to the expression c* by unwinding some loops 
in that flowscheme a finite number of times. Unwinding all loops an infinite number 
of times yields the infinite tree c*. (See Ginali [7]). 
LEMMA 3.5. Let c: n -+ n + p and R(t) be as in the statement of Lemma 3.3. If 
d: n -+ n + p is in R(t), then d is a partial unwinding of c. 
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Proof. By induction on deg di , i = I,..., n. Base step: deg di = deg c, implies 
di = ci . Inductive step: Suppose w is a leaf in ci labeled by K in {I,..., n}. Then, either 
di(w) = K or the subtree of di at w is the k’th component of a morphism e in R(t) whose 
other components can be assumed to be the corresponding components of c. By the 
inductive hypothesis, e is a partial unwinding of c. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let J be an iterative theory and let F: Tz -+ J be an ideal theory morphism. 
Let c: n -+ n $ p be ideal in Tz and suppose that d: n --+ n + p is a partial unwinding 
of c. Then Fc* = Fd* in J. 
Proof. We show by induction on deg di that 
Fdi(Fc*, 1,) = Fc; 
Base step: Trivial because deg di = deg ci implies di = ct . Inductive step: Suppose 
w, ,..., w, are the leaves in ci such that wj is labeled by bj in {I,..., n} and the subtree 
of di at wj is the b,th component of a partial unwinding of c. Let g: 1 -+ m + n + p 
be C~ except with leaf wi labeled by j and any other leaves labeled by K in {I,..., n + p} 
labeled instead by m + k. Let e, denote the subtree of di at Wj . Then e = (e, ,..., e,): 
m --+ n + p is ideal and for b, as above, b = (4 ,..., b,): m -+ n is base. Moreover 
g(b+Op,ln+sJ =ci (3.1) 
de, L+,) = 4 (3.2) 
By the inductive hypothesis, 
Fe(Fc*, 1,) = bFc* 
By (3.1) and (3.2), 
Fdi(Fc*, 1,) = Fc~ 
Lemmas 3.3, 3.5, 3.6 prove: 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Suppose d, e: n -+ n + p are ideal ivz Tz such that d* = e* in Jz 
and d* = e* has distinct components. Then if J is an iterative theory and F: TX + J 
is an ideal theory morphism, Fd* = Fe* in J. 
The proposition holds even if the components of d* = e* are not distinct. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let d, e: m + m + p be ideal in Tz sub that d* = e* in Jz . 
Then if J is an iterative theory and F: TL‘ -+ J is an ideal theory morphism, Fd* = Fe* in J. 
Proof. Suppose that d* = e* has n distinct components tl ,..., t, and let z, = 
min(k/d,* = ti}. z = (zl ,..., x,): n -+ m defines a base morphism and t = zd*. It is 
easily verified that R(t) is nonempty and thus let c: n 4 n + p be the minimal element 
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in R(t) as constructed in Lemma 3.3. Let b = (4 ,..., b,): m -+ n be such that d; is the 
b,th component of t for j = l,..., m. Now pick j in {l,..., rn] and define a = (ur ,..., a,): 
n -+ m such that ak = j if bi = k and ak = zk otherwise. Then 
bja = j: 1 -+ m (3.3) 
(ad(b + O,,, 0, + 1,))” = c*: n -+p (3.4) 
By (3.4) and Proposition 3.7, 
aFd(bFc*, 1,) = Fc* 
Composing each side of the left with bj , by (3.3), 
jFd(bFc*, 1,) = bjFc* 
Thus Fd* = bFc* and obviously also Fe* = bFc*, so Fd* = Fe*. 
Using Proposition 3.8, we show that if 6: n -+n+p and e:m-+mfp are ideal 
in Tz and (11 + 0,-r) d* = (lr + 0,-J e*, then (lr + 0,-i) Fd* = (lr + O,-,) Fe* 
in J for J any iterative theory and F: TX ----f J any ideal theory morphism. The next 
two lemmas demonstrate that it suffices to prove this for d, e where each component 
is “reachable” from the first and where the root of each component (except possibly 
the first) is “the head of a loop” in the “computation” of d* and e* in Jr. 
DEFINITION 3.9. Let f: n --+ n + p be ideal in Tr: . The j’th component off is said 
to be reachable from the i’th component off iff there exists m > 1 such that the i’th 
component off m = f ( f *-l, 0, + 1 J (where f 0 = 1 A + 0,) contains an occurrence of j. 
Note that reachability is transitive but neither reflexive nor symmetric. A component 
j is reachable from a component i iff in the flowscheme corresponding to the expression f *, 
there is a path from the entrance of fi to the entrance of fj . 
LEMMA 3.10. Let f: n + n + p be ideal in T2. Then thme exists m < n and ideal 
g: m -+ m + p (not necessarily unique) such that each component of g (except possibly 
thefiYst) is reachableporn thejirst component of g and, moreover, if Jis an iterative theory and 
F: Tz ---f J is an ideal theory morphism, then (11 + 0,-3 Ff * = (lr + O,-,) Fg*. 
Proof. Let zr ,..., X, be an enumeration of the distinct indices off such that x1 = 1 
and z 2 ,..., z, are the indices of components reachable from the first component off. 
x = (.x1 ,..., x,): m 4 n defines a base morphism. If j in { 1,. . . , n) occurs in zf m -+ n + p, 
then j = zk for some k in (l,..., m]. Let g be the result of replacing zk in zf by K and 
replacing n + k in zf by m + k for k in {l,..., p). Then 
xf =g(x+ 1,) 
and thus by a simple computation 
zFf * = Fg” 
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Because x1 = 1, 
(II+ ~,,)Ff” = (11 + Qn-I)@” 
Obviously, m < n. 
LEMMA 3.11. Let f: n --t n $ p be ideal in Tz such that some component i off does 
not contain an occurrence of its own index i. Then there exists m < n and idealg : m -+ m + p 
(not necessarily unique) in Tz such that if J is an iterative theory and F: Tz -+ J is an 
ideal theory morphism, then (I1 + O,-,) Ff * = (1, + O,-,) Fg*. 
Proof. Suppose that the i’th component off does not contain an occurrence of i 
(i # 1). Let h: n + n + p be f with each occurrence of i replaced by fi . Then f * = h* 
in Jz and since h contains no occurrences of i, the i’th component of h is not reachable 
from the first component of h. Apply Lemma 3.10 to h to obtain m and g and observe 
that m < n. 
Note that fi contains an occurrence of its own index iff in the flowscheme corre- 
sponding to f *, there is a loop involving only boxes in fi . 
LEMMA 3.12. Let fi n -+ n + p be ideal in Tz and suppose that each component off 
(except possibly the ji rs t) is reachable from the Jirst and contains an occurrence of its own 
index. Then there exists ideal h: n --t n -+ p in TX such that the first component of h contains 
an occurrence of each i in (2,..., n) and f * = h* in Jx. 
Proof. For i in (2,..., n}, there exists mi such that the first component off’+ contains 
an occurrence of i. If k > mi , then f k contains an occurrence of i in the first component. 
Take h to be f m where m = max{m, ,..., m,>. 
THEOREM 3.13. Jz is the free iterative theory generated by Z. 
Proof. It suffices to show that if I: Tz + Jz is the inclusion theary morphism, 
then for every iterative theory J and every ideal theory morphism F: TX--t J, there 
exists a unique ideal theory morphism G: JI: --t J such that F = IG. De!ine G for i 
in (I,...,p} by 
G(i) = i 
for t = (li + 0,-r) d* by 
G(t) = (lr + O,,)Fd* 
and for t = (tl ,..., tn) by 
G(t) = (G(t,),..., G&J). 
We must show that for d: n + n + p and e: m -+ m + p ideal in TX ) if (I, + 0,) d* = 
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(lx + o,-,) e* in JZ, then (li + Onei)Fd* = (li + O,,)Fe* in /. By Proposition 3.8 
and Lemmas 3.10,3.11, and especially 3.12, it suffices to prove this for d and e satisfying 
the conditions on h in Lemma 3.12. Thus pick wa ,..., wu, in Dom dl such that the label 
of dl at wi is i. Also pick k greater than max{length(w)/w E Dom dl}. Then the subtree ri 
at wi in elK is ideal and r = (e, , r2 ,..., Y,): n -+ m + p is ideal in TX. In a similar manner 
we can pick s = (4 , sa ,..., s,): m -+ n + p ideal in Tz and 
(+, 0, + lp)>* = d* 
(s(r, 0, + l,))* = e* 
By Proposition 3.8 
(F(+, %+,N * = Fd* 
(F(s(y, 0, + l,)))* = Fe* 
Thus Fs(Fd*, 1,) = Fe* and, because s, = dl , (li + O,,) Fd* = (I1 + O,-,) Fe*. 
Therefore, G is well defined. 
The proof that G preserves composition is similar to the proof that JI: is closed under 
composition. G is clearly ideal. To see that F = 1G, suppose f: 1 -+ p in T=. Then 
f = (.f(Ol + l,))* and 
IW> = GKf(O, + 1,))“) 
= FYf(% + m* 
= Ff 
G is unique because ideal theory morphisms preserve iteration and because the require- 
ment that F = IG forces the definition G((1, + 0,-i) d*) = (I1 + On-,) Fd”. 
4. REGULAR TREES 
We now show that the algebraic trees and the ideal regular trees coincide. This coin- 
cidence, along with the results of Section 3, implies that our definition of semantic 
equivalence, i.e., two expressions are semantically equivalent iff they have the same 
interpretation in every iterative theory, is decidable. This is because it is decidable 
whether two expressions are semantically equivalent iff they represent the same regular 
tree. The characterization of the free iterative theory as the forests of algebraic trees 
and its characterization as the forests of regular trees provides an analog to the main 
theorem in Eilenberg and Wright [4] and also explicates the relationship between iterative 
theories and p-clones (Wand [15J). W an d h s owed that the free p-clone generated by .Z 
consists of the partially defined regular ,Z trees (partially defined means that not all 
leaves have labels). Thus, the free iterative theory generated by Z is properly contained 
in the free p-clone generated by L: 
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DEFINITION 4.1. Let t: 1 -+ p be in Ct, . Then t is regular iff 
(i) t-l(u) is empty for all but a finite number of u E Z. 
(ii) For each p E .Z U {I,..., p}, t-l(p) is a regular set (i.e., a set recognized by a 
conventional finite state automaton). 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Ift: 1 -+ p is algebraic, then it is regular. 
Proof. Let t = (I1 + 0,-r) d*. The only elements of Z which appear as labels 
in t are those which appear in d and since d is finite, only a finite number of elements 
of 2 appear as labels in t. For u E 2’ or K E {I,..., p}, we can convert d: n + n+ p into 
a finite state automaton recognizing t"(u) or t-l(k). The states of the automaton are the 
vertices in d not labeled by elements of { 1,. . . , n), and the arrows are the (directed) edges 
of d where the arrows from a vertex labeled by u are labeled left to right from 1 to 
arity(u). Any edge to a leaf labeled in {I,..., n> in d is, in the automaton, redirected 
to the state corresponding to the root of di . The initial state is the state corresponding 
to the root of dr and the final states are the states corresponding to the vertices labeled 
by u if the automaton is to recognize t-l(u) or the states corresponding to vertices labeled 
by n + k if the automaton is to recognize t-l(k). 
PROPOSITION 4.3. If t: 1 +p is an ideal regular tree, then it is algebraic. 
Proof. Let t be an ideal regular tree and let m = max{arity(u)/t-l(u) is nonempty). 
Define = on {I,..., m>* by w = w’ iff 
(i) w, w’ E Dom t or 
(ii) the subtree of t at w is the subtree of t at w’. 
It is easily shown that = is a finite right invariant congruence on {l,..., m}*. Let 
w, ,..., w, be an enumeration of the roots of the distinct ideal subtrees of t with wr = h. 
We construct ideal d: n + n + p such that t = (11 + 0,~,) d* in Jr where each d8 
has degree 1. The label of the root of di is the label of wui in t. For j in (l,..., arity(t(wi))}, 
thej’th leaf of di is labeled by 
(9 k if wij G wk or 
(ii) n + k if t(wij) = kE{l,...,p). 
An inductive argument on the length of w in {l,..., m}* shows that (11 + 0,-r) d* = t. 
COROLLARY 4.4. The algebraic and the i&al regular trees coin&e. 
COROLLARY 4.5. The free iterative theory generated by .Z consists of the forests of 
regular Z-labeled trees. 
Proof. Apply Corollary 4.4 and observe that the nonideal regular trees are simply 
the base trees. 
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5. CONCLUSION 
Because two expres$ms have the same meaning when interpreted in every iterative 
theory iff they have the same meaning when interpreted in the free iterative theory; 
and, because the morphisms in the free iterative theory are regular trees, semantic 
eq&&nce is decidable. This particular notion of semantic equivalence is a very strong 
one indeed and it should be observed that its decidability does not imply that it is 
decidable whether two expressions have the same meaning when interpreted in some 
specific iterative theory. 
Any iterative theory has a “presentation” in terms of the free iterative theory 12 
and a set of identities (involving trees in JJ which determine a congruence on the 
morphism sets of IX. That is, any iterative theory is isomorphic to a quotient theory 
JZ/= where E is the smallest theory congruence on JZ consistent with the identities. 
A denotational semantics for an expression to be interpreted in Jr/-= may be defined 
as the image of the corresponding tree in jZ under the quotient theory morphism 
lz - I.+=. 
Any identity or set of identities may determine a theory congruence and if the con- 
gruence determined by an identity has the property that it is decidable whether or 
not two trees fall into the same one of its congruence classes, we will (informally) call 
the identity decidable. Two expressions are equivalent in an iterative theory jr/~: 
iff the trees in JI: corresponding to the expressions are in the same congruence class 
of =. The proportion of undecidable to decidable identities in the identity set 
determining = might be viewed as a measure of the “extent of undecidability” 
in ]=I=. 
According to the results in this paper, the equivalence of two expressions in J=/G 
can be verified in the following “interactive” manner: An algorithmic preprocessing 
step is performed to determine whether the expressions are, in fact, equivalent in every 
iterative theory. If so, there is no need to proceed and, if not, equivalence must be 
somehow hand verified. The power of the algorithmic step can be greatly enhanced 
by the isolation of any decidable identities which contribute to E because this step 
may then be expanded to include tests to determine whether the trees corresponding 
to the expressions are in the same class of the congruence determined by the decidable 
identities. 
Any general characterization of decidable identities (in terms of form, distribution 
of variables, etc.) would provide a valuable tool for the construction of interactive proofs 
of equivalence or correctness of flowschemes and should also provide insight into tbe 
nature and severity of undecidability within a particular semantic domain or as related 
to a particular definition of semantic equivalence. 
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